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Abstract

The current and future cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments fielding kilopixel arrays of transition-
edge sensor (TES) bolometers require accurate and robust gain calibration methods. We simplify and refactor the
standard TES model to directly relate the detector responsivity calibration and optical time constant to the
measured TES current I and the applied bias current Ib. The calibration method developed for the Cosmology
Large Angular Scale Surveyor (CLASS) TES bolometer arrays relies on current versus voltage (I–V )
measurements acquired daily prior to CMB observations. By binning Q-band (40 GHz) I–V measurements by
optical loading, we find that the gain calibration median standard error within a bin is 0.3%. We test the accuracy
of this I–V bin detector calibration method by using the Moon as a photometric standard. The ratio of measured
Moon amplitudes between the detector pairs sharing the same feedhorn indicates a TES calibration error of
0.5%. We also find that, for the CLASS Q-band TES array, calibrating the response of individual detectors based
solely on the applied TES bias current accurately corrects TES gain variations across time but introduces a bias
in the TES calibration from data counts to power units. Since the TES current bias value is set and recorded
before every observation, this calibration method can always be applied to the raw TES data and is not subject to
I–V data quality or processing errors.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: CMBR detectors (259); Observational cosmology (1146); Early universe
(435); Cosmic microwave background radiation (322)

1. Introduction

Cosmic microwave background (CMB) observatories
(Lazear et al. 2014; Benson et al. 2014; Henderson et al.
2016; Grayson et al. 2016; Harrington et al. 2016; Suzuki et al.
2016; Gualtieri et al. 2018) are mapping the sky with kilopixel
arrays of transition-edge sensor (TES) detectors, and telescopes
fielding even-larger TES arrays will begin observing this
decade (Abazajian et al. 2016; Ade et al. 2019; Sugai et al.
2020). Calibrating the detector time-ordered data (TOD) to a
standard unit is often the first step in processing astrophysical
data sets. The calibration method must be accurate, to suppress
systematic errors in the final results, and robust, to be
applicable to a vast majority of observations. Data that cannot
be calibrated are excluded, reducing the sensitivity of the
instrument.

Current CMB telescopes operating TES bolometers have
corrected for individual detector steady-state gain (i.e., DC
gain) fluctuations using four methods based on elevation
nods (BICEP2 Collaboration et al. 2014), chopped thermal
sources (Polarbear Collaboration et al. 2014; Sobrin et al.
2022), I–V data (i.e., load curves; Dünner et al. 2013; BICEP2
Collaboration et al. 2014; Kusaka et al. 2018), and the electrical
bias step (Niemack 2008; Rahlin 2016; Filippini et al. 2022).
The first two methods calibrate the TES gain to the brightness
of an external source. Elevation nods measure the change in
atmospheric emission with elevation, while chopped thermal
sources are mounted in the telescope’s optical path and turned
on–off on short timescales. These methods directly measure the
optical response of the detectors but change the nominal
observing state of the telescopes and thus use a portion of the
observing time. Load curves measure the TES response to
sweeping the bias voltage over a wide range, driving the TES
from the normal state, to operating on transition, to super-
conducting. The bias step method drives small changes in TES
bias current on top of the operating bias. Many experiments
acquire I–V data before an observing run to choose the optimal
operating bias for the detectors, with a run time of about 1
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minute. Therefore, the I–V gain calibration is obtained from
data already collected by the standard operation of the TES
detectors. Bias steps may take only a few seconds and can be
acquired during standard observations. These last two methods
do not directly measure the optical response of the detectors,
but infer it from the measured TES response to changes in bias
current through our understanding of the TES bolometer
electrothermal model. The novel I–V bin calibration method
presented here combines the daily load curve data across
multiple observing years to improve the gain calibration for
each day-long observing run. The improvement in gain
calibration is achieved without decreasing the CMB observing
efficiency. Future CMB space missions deploying TES
bolometers (Sutin et al. 2018; Sugai et al. 2020) will likely
rely on the Earth-velocity modulation of the CMB dipole as a
gain calibrator (Bennett et al. 2003; Planck Collaboration et al.
2016a); nevertheless, their TES bolometer arrays may require
periodic rebiasing based on load curves, providing an
independent gain calibration method. The unique character-
istics of any CMB telescope deploying TES bolometers
combined with its observing strategy will determine which
TES calibration methods are necessary to achieve the desired
accuracy and control over systematic effects.

By mapping the polarization of the CMB over angular scales
between 1° θ� 90°, CLASS aims to test the paradigm of
inflation (Guth 1981; Sato 1981; Albrecht & Steinhardt 1982;
Linde 1982; Starobinsky 1982; Planck Collaboration et al. 2020a)
and probe the epoch of cosmic reionization (Hinshaw et al. 2013;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2020b). The CLASS polarimeters
measure the microwave sky in bands centered at approximately
40, 90, 150, and 220 GHz from an altitude of 5200m above sea
level in the Atacama Desert of northern Chile (Essinger-Hileman
et al. 2014; Harrington et al. 2016) inside the Parque Astronómico
Atacama (Bustos et al. 2014). The Q-band (40GHz) telescope
(Eimer et al. 2012; Appel et al. 2014) is sensitive to Galactic
synchrotron emission, whereas the G-band (dichroic 150, and
220 GHz) telescope (Dahal et al. 2020) is sensitive to Galactic
dust emission. Two W-band (90GHz) telescopes (Dahal et al.
2018) provide sensitivity to the CMB polarized signal near the
Galactic foreground minimum ∼70 GHz (Bennett et al. 2013;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2016b). The CLASS telescopes
employ variable-delay polarization modulators (VPM) as their
first optical element to increase stability and mitigate instrumental
polarization (Chuss et al. 2012; Miller et al. 2016; Harrington et al.
2021). A comoving ground shield limits terrestrial signal
contamination. Telescope boresight rotation provides an addi-
tional level of sky signal polarization modulation by the
instrument. The CLASS survey is forecast to constrain the optical
depth to reionization to near the cosmic variance limit and the
inflationary tensor-to-scalar ratio to r≈ 0.01 (Watts et al.
2015, 2018). The optical depth is the least-constrained ΛCDM
parameter, and new constraints from measurements at spherical-
harmonic multipole moments ℓ 20 are important for realizing
the full potential of cosmological probes of neutrino masses
(Allison et al. 2015; Watts et al. 2018).

This article describes the detector calibration method applied to
the CLASS data. Section 2 presents the TES bolometer model
used to interpret I–V data and extract detector responsivity
calibration factors. Section 3 introduces a novel calibration
method that leverages the many I–V data sets acquired over one or
multiple observing years to optimize the calibration of each CMB
scan set corresponding to a single I–V data set (each CLASS

CMB scan set is approximately 1 day long). Section 4 discusses
the detector calibration pipeline applied to CLASS data, from raw
detector data to sky temperature units. It includes single detector
calibration, relative calibration between detectors, gain corrections
due to atmospheric opacity, and absolute calibration to CMB
thermodynamic units. It also summarizes the various timescales of
the experiment including data rate, detector time constants, and
calibration periods. Finally, Section 5 tests the validity and
accuracy of the TES calibration methods considered in this paper
by using observations of the Moon and the detector noise model
as calibration references.

2. TES Bolometer Model

In this section, we develop a TES bolometer model (see
Figure 1) based on the following assumptions:

1. The TES operates at equilibrium with the power dissipated
on the TES island matching the power transported by
phonons from the island to the cold bath.

2. The response of the TES electrical circuit is instantaneous
compared to the TES thermal circuit (i.e., the low
electrical-inductance limit).

Our aim is to model the TES with a negative feedback circuit
(see Figure 3) and use it to extract TES parameters from I–V
data. This approach circumvents solving the coupled differ-
ential equations describing the TES electrothermal circuit.
Instead, we directly map the slope of I–V data to the TES zero-
frequency responsivity.

Figure 1. Electrothermal diagram of a TES bolometer. A constant bias current
(Ib) flows through the TES and a shunt resistor (Rsh = R). The circuit keeps the
TES voltage (V ) nearly constant; therefore, a change in TES resistance (R)
leads to a change in TES current (I). Changes in I are measured with a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) connected in series
with the TES. Optical power (Pγ), coupled to the TES bolometer through the
antenna, heats the TES island, causing a change in R and hence a current signal
measured by the SQUID. At equilibrium, the TES operates on its super-
conducting transition at temperature Tc, and the sum of the bias power (PJ) and
Pγ dissipated on the island equals the power (Pj) transported to the bath (at
temperature Tb) by phonons. The interaction between the electrical circuit
biasing the TES and the thermal circuit controlling the power flow across the
TES island to the bath forms the electrothermal model that governs the TES
detector behavior. The coupling between these two systems is determined by
the design and intrinsic properties of TES superconducting film, as well as the
TES island geometry and its material properties.
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2.1. Bolometer Power

A TES bolometer can be modeled as a coupled electrothermal
system (Mather 1982; Richards 1994; Irwin & Hilton 2005), as
depicted in Figure 1. At equilibrium, the sum of the TES bias
power (PJ) and optical signal (Pγ) dissipated on the TES island
equals the phonon power (Pj) that flows from the hot island to the
cold bath through the silicon beam connecting them. This flow of
power can be in the form of ballistic or diffuse phonons. The
architecture and material properties of the CLASS bolometers
(Rostem et al. 2014, 2016) imply ballistic phonons and hence
power Pj given by the following:

P T T T T , 1n n n n
b c b( ) ( ) ( )k k= - » -j

where n= 4, and κ is the thermal conductance constant set by
the composition, geometry, and fabrication process of the
beam (Rostem et al. 2014). Tb is the bath temperature, while T
is the temperature of the device, which is restricted to a narrow
range around the fiducial critical temperature Tc, below which
the resistance drops abruptly to zero. On the superconducting
transition, the temperature T(I, R) is a function of TES
resistance R and TES current I.10

The thermal conductance (G) between the bolometer island
and surrounding silicon frame is defined as

G
P

T
n T n T . 2

T

n n1
c

1

b

( )k k=
¶

¶
= »j - -

An I–V measurement consists of applying a high bias current
(Ib) across the bolometer, heating the TES above its super-
conducting transition, and then decreasing the bias slowly
(about 60 s from maximum to zero Ib). A typical I–V curve is
shown in Figure 2. Initially, the TES current (I) decreases
linearly with Ib as expected for a normal resistor with resistance
Rn (i.e., the normal branch). At low-enough Ib, the TES island
temperature decreases to Tc, and the TES begins to function
on its superconducting transition, where I increases as Ib
decreases. On the transition, the TES electrothermal feedback
increases I to maintain the equilibrium Joule power dissipation
on the TES island as the voltage bias decreases with decreasing
bias current. As Ib approaches zero current, the equilibrium
island temperature falls below Tc, making the TES a super-
conducting short (i.e., the superconducting branch).

It is important to note that the SQUID readout measures
change in TES current (ΔI) and not absolute TES current (I). I–
V curves are calibrated to absolute TES current units by linearly
extrapolating the normal and/or superconducting branches and
subtracting an offset to make these extrapolations go through
the origin. Linearly extrapolating the normal branch section of
the I–V that is far from the superconducting transition reduces
the uncertainty on the offset. For CLASS I–Vs, the median per-
detector offset uncertainty is 0.4% (1σ). Combining I–V data
acquired under a similar observing condition further reduces
the uncertainty on the absolute TES current calibration (see
Section 3).

The TES resistance is connected in parallel with a shunt
resistor (Rsh); hence, the TES DC voltage V equals the shunt
voltage Vsh, and the TES circuit splits Ib into I and Ish (see
circuit diagram in Figure 1). The electrical bias power

dissipated on the TES (PJ) is obtained from

P VI V I R I I R I I I. 3J sh sh sh sh b( ) ( )º = = = -

The bias current Ib is set by the user, and the TES current I is
measured from the calibrated I–V. The resistance of the shunt is
measured by fitting a Johnson noise model to the noise spectra
of the TES channel when the TES is in the superconducting
state (i.e., zero bias current and Tb< Tc). We find that the
measured shunt resistances for CLASS match the fabrication
targets (see Table 1). The TES voltage bias circuit relates R to
Ib and I through

R
V

I

V

I

I

I
R1 . 4sh b

sh ( )⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

= = = -

This relationship allows us to express T(I, R) as a function of
the measured variables T(I, Ib). It follows that Pj can also be
written in terms of I and Ib.
At equilibrium, the phonon power outflow equals the sum of

the input electrical bias power PJ and the optical power Pγ

dissipated on the TES bolometer

P P P . 5J ( )= +j g

Pγ is a combination of the optical power coupled through the
detector antennas’ in-band, out-of-band power that leaks
through the band-defining on-chip filters, and the stray light
that reaches into the TES cavity and couples directly to the TES
island. The CLASS detectors were designed to strongly
suppress coupling to stray light and out-of-band optical
power (Crowe et al. 2013; Rostem et al. 2016).
Before deploying each telescope, we conduct in-lab dark

tests with the detector focal plane fully enclosed in a dark 1 K
cavity (typically operating at 0.65 K). Bolometer data acquired
during the dark tests satisfy the condition Pγ≈ 0, so that
PJ≈ Pj. The dark cavity radiates ∼0.02 pW of optical power
in the CLASS 40 GHz band and lower amounts at the higher-
frequency CLASS bands. The dark cavity optical loading is
negligible compared to the bias power (∼10 pW) of the
CLASS detectors (Dahal et al. 2022). Pγ is measured during
observations by subtracting power PJ (extracted from on-sky I–
Vs) from Pj (deduced from dark I–Vs), with both measured at
the same Tb.

11 In the lab with zero optical loading, Equation (1)
can be used to fit for κ and Tc by measuring PJ≈ Pj at multiple
Tb temperatures below Tc.
In an ideal TES, the superconducting transition R versus T is

sharp and independent of I. In this ideal case, the power Pj
conducted to the bath from a TES biased on the transition is
constant. The superconducting temperature of the CLASS TES
depends weakly on I and Ib; hence, Pj decreases by a small
amount as the detector is biased lower on the transition
(Figure 2 shows PJ as a function of I). It is then useful to
consider, for each I–V, the value of PJ measured high on the
transition where R≈ Rn and I is near its minimum value. In
particular for CLASS, we choose to define the TES saturation
power Psat as PJ computed at 70% Rn. In dark tests (PJ≈ Pj),

10 Unlike the more commonly used function R(I, T), the function T(I, R) is
single valued only on the superconducting transition. This is not limiting as all
considerations herein concern functions on transition.

11 Changes to the magnetic field environment near the TES between the lab
and site configurations could lead to variations in Tc that would introduce
systematic errors to the Pγ measurements. Multiple layers of high-permeability
Amumetal 4K (https://www.amuneal.com) in the CLASS cryostats suppress
the ambient magnetic field by a factor of ∼100 (Ali 2017), improving the
accuracy of Pγ measurements from I–Vs.
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Psat can be interpreted as the maximum optical power that the
TES island can absorb while maintaining its temperature on
transition at Tc.

2.2. Responsivity at the Zero-frequency Limit

During a single CMB observation schedule (∼1 day), a
CLASS detector operates at the same Ib and typically observes
Pγ fluctuations on the order of a few percent of PJ, driven
primarily by changes in the opacity and temperature of the

atmosphere. Therefore, we focus on calibrating small ΔI
signals to the corresponding change in optical power dissipated
on the TES island ΔPγ at a set Ib. This calibration factor is
called responsivity (S) and varies across detectors and/or
observing conditions. The responsivity equation derived in
Irwin & Hilton (2005) evaluated at the zero-frequency limit
(i.e., DC responsivity) is

S
IR

L

R

R

R
0

1
1 . 6

Iel

sh
1

( ) ( )⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠t

= - + -
-

L

It depends on the TES electrical time constant (τel) and the TES
loop gain ( IL ) that typically require complex impedance
measurements to constrain (Appel et al. 2009). L is the TES
loop inductance. The TES loop gain IL is defined as

P

GT

P

GT

T

R

R

T

I

G

R

T
, 7I

I I

J J
2

( )a
= =

¶
¶

=
¶
¶

L

and τel as

L

R R 1
, 8el

sh ( )
( )t

b
=

+ +

where T R R T I∣a = ¶ ¶ , and I R R I T∣b = ¶ ¶ .

Figure 2. Example I–V data from a CLASS Q-band TES. Top left: plot of TES voltage (V ) vs. TES current (I) response to sweeping the TES bias current (Ib) from high to
low. The blue line fits the section of the I–V where the TES operates as an ohmic–normal resistor. The slope of the line fit is equal to the inverse of the TES normal resistance
(Rn), and the y-intercept offset is subtracted from the raw data to calibrate the I–V to absolute current units. The red star marks I and V at the target Ib set for CMB observation.
The green cross marks I and V at 70% of Rn, and the blue cross marks them at 20% of Rn. Top right: plot of I–V data expressed in terms of bias power (PJ) on the y-axis, and I
on the x-axis. The symbols are the same as in the top left plot. For an ideal TES, PJ would be constant across the TES transition and hence at all I. For the CLASS detectors,
Pj decreases across the TES transition with increasing I. Bottom left: the blue points mark the derived responsivity from the I–V data shown in the top left plot (see
Section 2.2.3). The dashed blue line is the ideal TES responsivity (S

*

) approximation described in Section 2.2.1, while the dashed orange line is the SIb responsivity
approximation based on Ib. The red star marks the responsivity at the target Ib value set for the observations acquired after this particular I–V was measured. The shaded blue
region is centered on the mean I–V bin responsivity (see Section 3), and the contour width is the 1σ distribution of I–V responsivity values in the corresponding Psat bin.
Typically for a CLASS TES, the I–V responsivity is closer to the SIb responsivity estimate than to the S* ideal TES responsivity estimate. This scenario can reverse for TES
with different characteristics. Bottom right: the blue points mark the estimated τγ/τ from the I–V data shown in the top left plot (see Section 2.3). The green cross plots the
measured τγ/τ ratio based on the time constant extracted from the VPM synchronous signal (VSS; Harrington 2018).

Table 1
CLASS MCE Readout and Biasing Parameters Used to Calibrate Raw Data in

Digital Counts to Physical Units of Electrical Current

40 GHz 90 GHz 150 GHz 220 GHz

RFB (Ω) 5100 2100 2100 2100
VFB (V) 1 1 1 1
FBbits 14 14 14 14
Mr 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6
Bg 2048 2048 2048 2048
Rb (Ω) 573 573 573 573
Vb (V) 5 5 5 5
bbits 15 15 15 15
Rsh (μΩ) 250 250 200 200
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Equation (6) can be expressed as

S R I
R

R

R

R

R I
R

R

0 1
1 1

1 1
1

1
. 9

I I

I
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sh

sh sh
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⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠

b

b
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+
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-

-

-

L L

L
L

L

Below, we present an alternate approach to compute the TES
DC responsivity (Appel 2012) that relies on the slope and
absolute calibration of I–V curves. In the following sections,
references to responsivity refer to responsivity in the zero-
frequency limit unless otherwise specified.

2.2.1. Ideal TES DC Responsivity

Responsivity is defined as the change in TES current ΔI for
a small change in ΔPγ. We can expand the latter as

P P P

P

I
I

P

I
I

P

I
I

P

I
I . 10

J

I I

J

I

J

I

b
b

b
b

b

b
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⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

⎛

⎝

⎞

⎠
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=
¶

¶
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¶

¶
D

-
¶
¶

D +
¶
¶

D

g j

j j

Under the observing conditions, the bias current is constant
ΔIb= 0. Therefore the inverse responsivity can be expressed as
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In the ideal case where Pj is approximately constant across
the transition, the first term on the right-hand side of
Equation (11) is zero, and using Equation (3) to substitute for
PJ leads to

S

P
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I
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where S* denotes DC responsivity in the limit of an ideal TES
where Pj is constant across the transition. For the more general
case where Pj is not constant, we will show in Section 2.2.3
that the relevant contributions to the first term of Equation (11)
can be estimated from the I–V curve measurement.

2.2.2. Ib DC Responsivity

To apply a voltage bias across the TES, we require that
Rsh= R, and hence I= Ib. Therefore, a good approximation to
Equation (12) is

S R I , 13I
1

sh bb
( )= --

where SIb denotes the Ib DC responsivity approximation in the
limit where Pj is constant across the transition and Rsh= R.
Approximating responsivity through Equation (13) has the
crucial advantage that it only depends on Rsh, a constant
detector parameter, and Ib, which is set to a known value at the
beginning of every observing schedule. This responsivity
estimate is independent of I–V information, so it is unaffected
by missing or poor-quality I–V data. It provides a reference
responsivity value that helps identify outlier responsivity

values derived from I–V data, and provides a calibration factor
of last resort when other methods fail. Applying SIb to calibrate
the detector TODs has the drawback of introducing a gain bias
factor bS (see Table 2) defined as

b
S

S
. 14I

S
b ( )=

Table 2
CLASS Detector Calibration Parameters for Data Acquired between 2018 May

and 2020 August

40 GHz 90 GHz 150 GHz 220 GHz

S−1 (nV) −127 (−122) −336 −422 −392

S
as (%) 24 (24) 24 26 45

S
ds (%) 13 (13) 24 21 25

NIV 1594 (2276) 1508 520 520
bS 1.09 (1.09) 1.29 1.17 1.22

bSs (%) 6 (6) 9 6 8

τγ/τ 0.21 (0.20) 0.29 0.22 0.22
1 2I( ) ( )b- +L 4.1 2.4 4.6 4.1

js (%) 6 45 18 18

η 0.54 (0.43) 0.42 0.45 0.45
dTRJ/dPγ (K/pW) 10.8 (13.8) 5.5 5.1 4.4
dTcmb/dTRJ 1.04 1.23 1.68 2.92

Note. The 40 GHz parameters show two values, one for the telescope in its
nominal configuration and one in parentheses for data acquired with a thin-grill
filter installed on the cryostat window. S is the average TES responsivity across
the array. S

as is the 1σ responsivity standard deviation across the array. S
ds is the

1σ standard deviation of the per-detector normalized responsivity. NIV is the
number of I–V measurements acquired. bS is the array average bias factor
between I–V bin responsivity and Ib responsivity. bSs is 1σ standard deviation of
the array responsivity bias factor. τγ/τ is the array average electrothermal speed-
up factor. The array average ratio of TES parameters 1 2I( ) ( )b- +L is
estimated from I–V data. js is the 1σ standard deviation of the detector relative
optical efficiencies. η is the array average optical efficiency. dTRJ/dPγ is the
calibration factor to convert power measured at the bolometers to Rayleigh–
Jeans temperature (TRJ) on the sky. dTcmb/dTRJ is the conversion factor from
sky Rayleigh–Jeans temperature to CMB thermodynamic temperature.

Table 3
Timescales of CLASS Detector Data and Calibration Steps

Timescale

Data sampling rate ∼5 ms
VPM modulation period ∼100 ms
Detector optical time constant τγ ∼2 ms
Detector thermal time constant τ ∼10 ms

CLASS CMB scan period ∼24 hr
I–V calibration period ∼24 hr
Atmosphere opacity correction ∼24 hr

I–V bin data sets ∼2 yr
Relative gain calibration between detectors ∼2 yr
Calibration to CMB temperature ∼2 yr

Note. The detector data sampling rate, detector response time, and VPM
modulation are measured in milliseconds. A standard CLASS CMB observing
schedule including at least one I–V data set is completed in 1 day. The
atmospheric opacity gain correction described in Section 4.4 is applied per
observing schedule. I–V data sets are grouped across multiple observing years
to generate an optimized I–V bin calibration. Absolute and relative detector
gain calibration are also computed for multiyear observing periods.
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2.2.3. I–V DC Responsivity

For CLASS TES bolometers, Pj changes across the
transition since the TES temperature T can vary slightly with
TES current I and TES resistance R. The TES voltage bias
circuit translates the dependence on R into a function of I and Ib
(see Equation (4)).

For example, the I–V data plotted in Figure 2 shows PJ

decreasing with increasing I. The detector optical loading is
approximately constant during the I–V data acquisition;
therefore ΔPj≈ΔPJ. This means that the plotted I–V data
also shows a decreasing Pj with increasing I when biased on
the transition. Since Pj is not constant along the TES transition,
the responsivity value calculated assuming the ideal case
described by Equation (12) is only approximate.

Assuming Pγ is constant during the ∼60s Ib sweep of an I–V
acquisition, then
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Substituting Equations (17) and (16) into Equation (15), and
dividing by ΔI yields
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We can substitute Equation (18) for the first term on the right-
hand side of Equation (11) to obtain
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By taking the partial derivative of Equation (1) with respect
to Ib, we arrive at
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where we have used the relationship between Ib and R in
Equation (4) to change the dependence T(I, Ib) back to the
standard T(I, R).12 Combining Equation (19) and Equation (20)
yields
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or in terms of TES loop gain IL ,
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Equation (22) places any dependence on β into the measured
I–V slope factor. By comparing Equation (9) to Equation (22),
we find that the slope13 of the I–V data is related to the IL and
β parameters through
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In the limit of 1I L (i.e., large α)
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Four-wire measurements of CLASS TES MoAu bilayer show
α≈ 200. During dark tests with Tb=Tc, P P T n

J ck» »j ;
hence Equation (7) is approximated by I»L

T n T T n n200 50n n
c c

1
c( ) ( )k a k a= » =- . The optical

loading on the detectors, under the typical observing condition from
the CLASS site, reduces the Joule power by up to a half (PJ∼Pj/2),
which implies 25I »L . By employing Equation (24) to calculate the
CLASS responsivity, we are introducing a bias of ∼4%. This is
smaller than the∼20% bias introduced by using S* or SIb responsivity
approximations (see bS in Table 2).
For the I–V responsivity model derived in this subsection,

the gain bias defined by Equation (14) is
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2.3. Detector Time Constant

Changes in the TES bolometer optical time constant (τγ)
during sky observations can be tracked through I–V measure-
ments. The bolometer thermal time constant (τ) is the ratio of
its heat capacity (C) to the thermal conductance (G) between
the bolometer island and surrounding silicon frame. The TES
electrical time constant (τel) is always smaller than the ratio
of the TES loop inductance (L) and the TES resistance (R)
because β> 0. A typical CLASS TES operates with
τel< L/R= 500 nH/2.5 mΩ= 0.2 ms, much faster than the
quickest thermal response (CLASS G-band array) τ=
5 pJ K−1/808 pWK−1≈ 6 ms. In this case, the electrothermal
feedback loop created by voltage-biasing the TES can be
considered to have infinite bandwidth, because τel= τ. A
feedback system as shown in Figure 3 with an instantaneous
feedback response (see the Appendix) speeds up τγ by a factor
as follows:

AB

S

S
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I

I

1

1
1 1

2 1 , 26I
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b
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⎞
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t
t

=
-

= - =

+ -
D
D

-

g

- -

*

L

12 Note the simple chain rule expansion of the partial derivative is applicable
as we are changing only one variable.

13 At the operating TES bias current, the slope of the I–V curve is equivalent to
the amplitude ratio of an applied bias current step over the TES current bias
step response. Therefore, additional electrical bias step measurements can
reduce the statistical uncertainty on the I–V responsivity estimate and/or
provide an alternative method to measure responsivity on shorter timescales, as
long as the TES absolute current I is known.
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In the limit of high loop gain ( 1I L ), Equation (26) allows
us to compute the speed-up factor between the optical time
constant τγ and the TES thermal time constant τ from I–V data
alone. Alternatively, we can constrain τ by combining I–V data
with an independent measurement of τγ.

14

Using Equation (4) and Equation (23) to express
Equation (26) τγ/τ in terms of R, Rsh, IL , and β yields
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This definition for τeff matches the one presented in Irwin &
Hilton (2005), and its interpretation as the detector optical time
constant in the limit of low circuit inductance (i.e., instanta-
neous TES electrical circuit response).

While observing the sky, the typical CLASS TES optical
time constant is around five times faster than the intrinsic
detector thermal time constant (τγ/τ∼ 0.2). In addition to
correcting the detector gain by the TES DC responsivity, we
divide out a single-pole transfer function that corrects changes
in gain and phase across the signal band (∼10 Hz) due to the
detector optical time constant. We obtain very accurate time
constant measurements from analyzing VSS (Harrington 2018),
which are cross-checked with the I–V derived time constant
estimate described in this section. The detector time response is
not a part of the DC calibration considered in Sections 4 and 5.

2.4. TES Stability

The TES electrothermal feedback is stable as long as
1Iel ( )t t- <L (Irwin & Hilton 2005) or equivalently
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R R
R R
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<
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L L

As the detector is biased lower on the transition, this condition
is harder to satisfy because R decreases. To avoid TES
instability, CLASS aims to operate all bolometers above 30%
of Rn. On the other hand, operating the TES lower on the
transition has the benefit of suppressing detector Johnson noise
through electrothermal feedback and reducing the noise
contribution of the SQUID readout. The uniformity of the Q-
band and G-band TES parameters (Chuss et al. 2016; Dahal
et al. 2020) allows all detectors in these arrays to be biased
between 30% and 60% Rn. This has translated to optimized
sensitivity and robust detector stability across a wide range of
operating conditions. The Tc variations across W-band detector
wafers and the susceptibility of W-band TES to the instability
at higher %Rn compared to those of the other arrays limit the
number of W-band detectors biased on transition at the same
time to ∼80% of the array (Dahal et al. 2022).
We can use Equation (4) to replace R/Rsh in Equation (23) to

obtain

I I

I I I I I
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2 2
. 32I b

b b
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b
-
+

=
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- - D D
L

The CLASS Q-band TES film design later replicated in the
W-band and G-band arrays was guided by the estimates of the
ratio of IL (or α) to β extracted from I–V data (Appel et al.
2014). The chosen TES architecture typically operates
with 2 1 0.2I( ) ( )b + - >L (see Table 2), and a ratio
LG/RC < ;(500 nH/2.5 mΩ)(808 pWK−1/5 pJ K−1)= 0.032,
therefore comfortably satisfying the stability condition of
Equation (31).

2.5. CLASS TES Model Assumptions and Approximations

Here we discuss the assumptions and approximations of the
described TES bolometer model in the context of the CLASS
detectors. We are interested in the TES operation at
equilibrium; hence we focus on the detector DC responsivity
and model the temporal response with a single-pole transfer
function given by the optical time constant. We find this
approach adequately captures the behavior of the CLASS TES
bolometers.
The CLASS detectors operate in the low-inductance limit,

and hence the electrical time constant is much faster than the
thermal time constant. As noted in Section 2.3, the electrical
time constant is ∼0.2 ms, and the fastest CLASS thermal time
constant is ∼6 ms. Equation (9) indicates that the electrical-
inductance L of the TES circuit does not effect the TES DC
responsivity; hence moving away from the low-inductance
limit predominantly affects the temporal response of the TES.
The expression for responsivity in Equation (22) relies on

making the linear approximations described by Equations (16)
and (17); hence it is only valid on the small-signal limit, where
ΔPγ= Psat. For CLASS, this condition fails when observing
bright sources like the Sun, or the Moon with the 90, 150, and
220 GHz arrays, and when cloudy and/or high precipitable

Figure 3. Block diagram of a TES model with negative electrothermal
feedback. A < 0 because, as I increases (R decreases), T is suppressed, and Pj
decreases. B > 0 because Ib ? I due to the voltage bias circuit defined by the
shunt resistor Rsh = R. Therefore AB < 0, and the feedback is negative. The
gain of the feedback loop is A AB I P1 Ib( ) ∣- = ¶ ¶ g , or 1/S = 1/A − B,
which is equivalent to Equation (11). As A approaches negative infinity in the
ideal TES case of a perfectly sharp transition, DC responsivity equals −1/B, as
expected from Equation (12).

14 With the TES biased at the I–V inflection point where ΔI/ΔIb = 0 and
1I =L , Equation (26) turns into R R1 1 1 2 1 2.sh( )( ( ))t t b= + - + »g

At this bias setting high on the transition, β ≈ 0 (Ullom & Bennett 2015), and
we can constrain τ by measuring τγ with bias steps or other methods.
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water vapor (PWV) atmospheric conditions appear at the site,
in particular for the 220 GHz receiver.

For CLASS, we calculate the detector responsivity from
Equation (24), which is a good approximation in the high IL
limit. This is typically the case for the detectors operated in the
middle-to-low resistance range of the TES transition. Detectors
operating high on the transition (>70% Rn) have low-enough

IL to introduce significant bias to the DC responsivity estimate.
When acquiring I–V data in the field, the optical signal is not

perfectly constant. Typically, the atmospheric conditions do not
change much during the 1 minute I–V, but during poor weather
conditions, the change can be significant. Additionally, we
acquire I–Vs with the telescope mount scanning and the VPM
running. This means the I–V data is susceptible to VSS. In the
next section, we show that the I–V bin responsivity estimate
helps average down the systematic error caused by super-
imposing the small VSS signal on the I–V data. This systematic
error averages down because the phase of the VSS is random
between different I–V data sets, and the VSS 10 Hz frequency
is fast compared to the Ib rate of change during the I–V.

3. I–VBin Calibration Method

The set of all I–V measurements for each detector can be
grouped into bins based on Psat, which is a proxy for optical
loading (Pγ= Pj− Psat). The analysis of I–Vs grouped in the
same bin yields similar detector parameters as long as the bin
range is small. The CLASS Q-band I–V data sets are grouped
in bins of 0.1 pW, while for W band and G band, the bin widths
are 0.2 pW. These bin widths are only a few percent of the total
detector Psat.

All raw I–V data are calibrated to I versus Ib units and saved in a
database indexed by detector number and Psat. The mean and error
estimate of a detector parameter (e.g., responsivity, time constant,
etc.) is extracted from the database by the following:

1. finding the group of I–Vs with Psat values in the desired
range;

2. for all I–V in the Psat group, computing the parameter
value across a small Ib range centered at the target Ib;

3. eliminating outliers from the distribution of parameter results;
4. computing the mean and standard deviation of the

distribution.

As the observing time on the sky accumulates, more I–Vs are
acquired, which increases the number of measurements in each
Psat bin, leading to three advantages. First, it improves the
precision of the parameter result per bin. Second, it allows for
the recovery of detector parameters in the few instances that the
I–V acquisition failed, but the detector behaved properly during
observations, by assuming the bias parameters of the otherwise-
well-behaved detector are equal to the bin averages. Third, it
populates bins over a wide range of Psat, revealing detector
behavior beyond the standard small-signal TES bolometer
model. Applying the I–V bin method to Q-band data acquired
between 2016 June and 2020 August yields a responsivity
median standard error of 0.3%.

Figure 4 shows an example of this method, constraining a
detector’s responsivity and time constant ratio τγ/τ in one Psat

bin across a range of Ib targets.

4. CLASS Detector Calibration

Raw CLASS detector data are calibrated to thermodynamic
CMB temperature units in five steps described in the following
subsections: (1) The raw data are converted to TES current
units, which allows the TES signal to be interpreted in the
context of the TES model presented in Section 2. (2) The
responsivity factor derived from the TES model transforms the
measured TES current to optical power deposited at the
bolometer. This step places on the same footing all the data of a
single detector, accounting for any time-dependent variation
related to the TES itself, such as changes in applied bias current
or optical loading. (3) Apply gain calibration factors between
detectors, thereby normalizing the data from the entire array of
detectors to the same scale. These gain factors are equivalent to
the relative optical efficiency between detectors. Any changes
to the detector optical efficiency over time (not captured by the
responsivity calibration) can be incorporated at this step. (4)
Apply a per-detector atmospheric opacity correction based on
the detector frequency band, elevation pointing, and PWV
during the observation. The atmospheric opacity model is
described in Section 4.4. (5) The array-normalized power is
converted to thermodynamic temperature by calibrating off a
bright Rayleigh–Jeans source such as the Moon (Appel et al.
2019; Xu et al. 2020) or a planet (Dahal et al. 2022), and
applying a conversion factor from Rayleigh–Jeans temperature
to CMB thermodynamic temperature based on the detector
bandpass. Alternatively, this last calibration factor can be
obtained from cross-correlating CLASS maps constructed in
power units with Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe
(WMAP; Bennett et al. 2013) and Planck (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2020b) maps calibrated to CMB thermodynamic
temperature.
In summary, a small ΔIj signal of detector j is calibrated to

ΔTcmb units through

T I S
dT

dT

dT

dP
1 , 33j jk j jkcmb

4.1

1

4.2

1

4.3

atm 1

4.4

cmb

RJ

RJ

4.5

( ) ( )      
 mD = D -

g
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where k identifies the I–V used to compute the detector
responsivity Sjk. The individual detector data are calibrated to
array standard power through a relative detector gain factor òj.
The atmospheric opacity gain correction jk

atmm is modeled for
each detector j at I–V time k. The power to Tcmb conversion
factor dT dT dT dPcmb RJ RJ g is a single value for each array.
Each term in Equation (33) is labeled from below with the
section number discussing that calibration step.

4.1. Calibration to TES Current

The receiver data are recorded by a multichannel electronics
(MCE) box developed at the University of British Columbia
(Battistelli et al. 2008). The MCE records change in the digital-
to-analog (DAC) feedback (ΔFB) applied to the readout loop
that nulls the signal of each channel. The TOD of this feedback
signal represents the TES response to the sky signal. We first
convert the TOD from the raw DAC counts to TES current (I)
through

I
V

R M B2

1 1 1
, 34FB

FB
FB

FB r gbits
( )D = D
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where VFB is the maximum voltage of the DAC, FBbits is the
resolution of the feedback DAC, RFB is the total resistance of
the feedback circuit, Mr is the mutual inductance ratio between
the TES and SQUID feedback coupling coils (Doriese et al.
2016), and Bg is the DC gain of the 4-pole Butterworth filter
applied by the MCE before downsampling to record the data at
∼201 Hz. The Butterworth filter is eventually divided out from
the raw data to recover the TES response across the entire
sampling bandwidth. Table 1 summarizes the CLASS MCE
calibration parameter values.

The MCE applies the bias current (Ib) used to turn on the
TES detectors. Ib is calibrated from digital counts (DACb) to
amperes through

I
V

R
DAC

2

1
, 35bb

b
b

bbits
( )=

where Vb is the maximum voltage of the detector bias DAC,
bbits is its resolution, and Rb is the total resistance of the
detector bias circuit.

4.2. Calibration to Power Detected at the TES

At the beginning of every observing schedule, typically once
per day (Petroff et al. 2020), I–V data are acquired and analyzed
to find the optimal detector bias voltage that will turn on and
place all TES bolometers on their superconducting transition
between 30% and 60% of their normal resistance (Rn). From
the applied bias current and this single I–V curve, we
immediately generate responsivity calibration factors using
Equation (24) that are applicable to the subsequent TOD sets.
The statistical error of each responsivity estimate is reduced
from 3.0% to 0.5% (see Section 6 and Figure 6) by combining
I–V data acquired between 2016 June and 2020 August under
similar optical loading conditions as described in Section 3. We
divide out a single-pole transfer function to correct for optical
time constant gain and phase changes across the signal band.
The detector optical time constants are measured from both
VSS and the detector I–V curves (see Section 2.3). Table 2
reports the average responsivity across each array, as well as
the array 1σ variance ( S

as ), and the per-detector normalized
(i.e., S 1j = ) 1σ variance ( S

ds ). Following Equation (14), we

Figure 4. Example of the I–V bin analysis method applied to data from a CLASS Q-band TES. Top left: the black dots plot 60 I–V data sets from the same detector,
acquired under almost identical optical loading conditions with the detector saturation power Psat constrained to 2.65± 0.05 pW. The 60 I–V data sets were acquired
between 2016 June and 2018 March. Notice that the overlap between the I–Vs is almost perfect, except at low TES voltage (V ) where the detector becomes unstable and
moves off its transition to become fully superconducting. The reproducibility of the I–V curves based on their measured Psat allows us to group them together in bins. We
improve the precision of the derived detector parameters by averaging the results across the bin. Having a distribution of equivalent I–V curves simplifies the process of
identifying outliers, replacing parameters derived from poor-quality I–V sweeps, and estimating the uncertainty of each derived detector parameter. Top right: the black
points show the 60 I–V data sets from the top left plot, but plotted in terms of bias power PJ on the y-axis and TES current (I) on the x-axis. Bottom left: the black points
plot the measured I–V responsivity (see Section 2.2.3 and Equation (24)) for each I–V in the Psat = 2.65± 0.05 pW bin shown in the top left figure. The responsivity is
plotted on the y-axis as a function of applied bias current (Ib) on the x-axis. The red vertical lines show the target Ib chosen for each of the 60 observation scans following
each I–V. As expected, the target Ib chosen for I–V sweeps in the same Psat bin are similar, validating the algorithm used to set the optimal bias target for each column of
detectors. The blue points plot the ideal TES I–V responsivity, while the orange line plots the Ib responsivity. Bottom right: on the y-axis, the black points plot the τγ/τ
ratio derived from the I–Vs in the Psat = 2.65 ± 0.05 pW bin. The ratio is plotted as a function of Ib on the x-axis. The optical time constant τγ slows down as the applied
Ib increases, and the TES equilibrium temperature moves higher on the superconducting transition. Higher on the transition, the electrothermal feedback is weaker,
causing the slowdown of the TES response. The blue line plots the measured τγ/τ ratio based on the time constant extracted from VSS (Harrington 2018).
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report the bias factor bS and 1σ variance ( bSs ), computed from
the ratio of Ib responsivity to I–V responsivity.

4.3. Gain Calibration between Detectors

To place all detector TODs on the same power scale, we
divide the TES current signal ΔI by the I–V responsivity
(Section 4.2) and divide by the relative calibration òj of detector
j. The relative calibration between detectors is constructed from
high signal-to-noise measurements of the Moon and/or planets.
The òj gain factors are equivalent to the relative optical
efficiency of each detector, and by construction the mean of all
òj across an array is equal to 1. With the TODs for all detectors
in the array calibrated to the same power scale, the data can be
combined to generate maps in standardized array power units.
Table 2 reports the standard deviation of relative detector gains
( js ) across each array. Note that the statistical error on each
detector òj extracted from point-source observations is <1%.
The òj variations observed across the arrays are larger
( 8js > %) than the per-detector measurement uncertainty.

4.4. Atmospheric Opacity Correction

The opacity of the atmosphere along the line of sight
suppresses the amplitude of the celestial sky signal. We apply
an atmospheric opacity model based on Pardo et al. (2001) to
correct the detector gain calibration across the four CLASS
frequency bands. The opacity correction is a function of each
detector’s elevation pointing, frequency bandpass, and the
atmospheric PWV at the beginning of each scan. The PWV
value input to the opacity model is either (1) measured by
nearby radiometers15 or (2) estimated from CLASS I–V optical
loading measurements. Combining these two methods allows
us to build a complete set of PWV values that encompasses all
our CMB observations and to reject outliers by checking for
consistency between the multiple PWV estimates. Figure 5
shows the transmission model for the four CLASS bands, the
model’s predicted optical loading, and the I–V measured optical
loading as a function of PWV. The model captures the
dependence of the detector optical power on the frequency
band and PWV, increasing our confidence in the model’s
atmospheric opacity correction. Note that, at 40 GHz, the
atmospheric transmission is nearly constant up to 6 mm PWV,
while the transmission drops by 30% at 220 GHz across the
PWV range.

4.5. Calibration to CMB Thermodynamic Temperature

With the TODs of all detectors in the array calibrated to the
same power standard, the entire data set can be coadded into
one map. The final calibration step consists of converting this
coadded map from power units to CMB thermodynamic
temperature Tcmb. This can be achieved by cross-correlating the
map with WMAP or Planck maps. Alternatively, we can also
estimate this absolute calibration factor from observations of
the Moon (Appel et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2020) and planets (Dahal
et al. 2021, 2022).

The power to Tcmb conversion factor dT

dT

dT

dP
cmb

RJ

RJ

g
is a single

value for each array where

dT

dP
k , 36RJ

B
1( ) ( )h n» D
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-
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e

x e
x

h

k T

1
, and . 37

x
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2 o

o
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o
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( ) ( )n
»

-
=

kB is Boltzmann’s constant, h is Planck’s constant, Tcmb is the
CMB temperature of 2.725 K (Fixsen 2009), Δν is the array
average detector optical bandwidth, νo is the array average
bandpass center frequency, and η is the array average optical
efficiency.
The powers to CMB temperature calibration factors for all

four CLASS frequency bands are found in Table 2. These
values are derived from the bandpass and Rayleigh–Jeans
source measurements described in (Dahal et al. 2022).

4.6. Observing and Calibration Timescales for CLASS

CLASS TES bolometer data is sampled every ∼5ms. The
VPM completes a single modulation cycle every ∼100ms. The
detector optical time constant τγ is∼2ms and is measured to high
accuracy by tracking the phase of VSS (Harrington 2018).
Corrections of the finite-time response of the detector, including
variations in the detector time constant, are not part of the DC
calibration described here and will be treated in future work. The

Figure 5. The top plot shows the atmospheric transmission model for each of
the CLASS bands ( 40, 90, 150, and 220 GHz) as a function of PWV,
based on Pardo et al. (2001). The shaded blue histogram indicates the
cumulative fraction of CLASS CMB scans acquired below a particular PWV
value, with about 80% of data acquired below PWV of 3 mm. The lines plotted
on the bottom axes indicate the expected optical loading at 45° elevation for
each CLASS band based on: (1) the transmission model shown on the top plot;
(2) an atmospheric temperature of 266 K; (3) receiver optical loading offsets of
0.6, 2.4, 2.7, and 4.4 pW at 40, 90, 150, and 220 GHz, respectively; and (4) the
brightness temperature to power calibration factors presented in Dahal et al.
(2022). Each data point is the averaged detector optical loading in a CLASS
band normalized to 45° elevation. The per-detector optical loading is derived
from I–V measurements. The atmospheric transmission model optical loading
predictions match well with the I–V optical loading measurements across the
CLASS bands.

15 Nearby radiometers include the UdeC and UCSC 183 GHz radiometer
located at the Atacama Cosmology Telescope site (Bustos et al. 2014), and the
Atacama Pathfinder Experiment radiometer (Güsten et al. 2006; Cortés et al.
2020).
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nominal CLASS observing schedule is 1 day long, and it starts
and ends with an I–V data acquisition. The opacity correction
method described in Section 4.4 is applied per observing
schedule. We find this approach adequate at the lower CLASS
frequency bands due to the relatively small change in atmospheric
transmission with a typical change in PWV, but it may require
further enhancement, especially for the 220 GHz band that is most
sensitive to atmospheric water vapor fluctuations. We can track
the atmospheric opacity on shorter timescales by measuring the
baseline drifts of the raw data (i.e., the intensity signal) and/or the
changes in VSS amplitude. Discussion of these methods is left for
future publications.

I–V data gathered over a period of time where the detector
focal plane configuration is unchanged can be grouped to
generate an I–V bin calibration set. Changes to the telescope’s
cryogenic receivers are rare, typically dividing observations
into multiyear periods. Relative gain calibration periods
coincide with changes to the cryogenic receiver or with
changes to the 300 K optics, such as the addition of a thin-grill
filter to the Q-band telescope window in 2019. Each subset of
data with a relative calibration solution also has a corresp-
onding absolute calibration to CMB thermodynamic temper-
ature. A summary of the timescales of CLASS data is found in
Table 3.

5. CLASS Calibration Tests

This section discusses two tests of the CLASS TES
responsivity model. The first test compiles 208 Moon scans
acquired by the Q-band telescope between 2016 June and 2020
August. These high signal-to-noise Moon measurements are
used as a photometric standard to constrain the uncertainty of
the responsivity models. The second test compares the
expected noise-equivalent power (NEP) at each CLASS
frequency band to the average measured NEP, applying I–
V bin or Ib calibration.

5.1. Q-band Moon Photometric Calibration Test

To test the accuracy of the detector responsivity calibration,
we would like to map a source with uniform brightness
temperature across all observation runs. If the calibration
method is accurate, the measured variations in the source’s
brightness will be small.

The Moon is a good photometric calibration standard for the
CLASS Q-band telescope because (1) it is effectively a point
source for the 1°.5 FWHM detector beam (Xu et al. 2020),
(2) it drives a high signal-to-noise response without saturating
the detectors, (3) its brightness temperature variations across
time have been well characterized (Linsky 1973; Krotikov &
Pelyushenko 1987; Zheng et al. 2012), and (4) the CLASS
scanning strategy covering a large fraction of the sky leads to
hundreds of Moon observations throughout the year.

A Moon antenna temperature model (Appel et al. 2019; Xu
et al. 2020) is used to scale the measured Moon signal to a
uniform standard. The Moon model accounts for angular
diameter variation due to the Moon’s orbit and for surface
temperature gradients caused by the Sun illuminating one side
of the Moon (see Figure 2 in Xu et al. 2020).

The Moon antenna temperatures measured by each detector
are computed using four different calibration methods: (1) I–
V bin constructed by grouping I–V data based on optical
loading (see Section 3), (2) I–V based on a single I–V acquired

before the scan (see Section 2.2.3), (3) Ib based on estimating
the responsivity from the applied detector bias current (see
Equation (13)), and (4) DAC based on applying no TES
detector responsivity calibration.
For each calibration method, Table 4 presents the standard

deviation of (1) the per-detector normalized Moon amplitude
( M

ds ), (2) the normalized ratio of Moon amplitudes ( M
ps )

between the pairs of bolometers that share the same feedhorn
divided by 2 (to convert pair–ratio calibration uncertainty to
per-detector uncertainty), (3) the detector responsivities across
the array for the subset of I–V data associated to Moon
observations ( S

ds ), and (4) the relative gain calibration between
the detectors ( d

js ). Additionally, it includes the derived

quantity M
dMs obtained by subtracting in quadrature the

estimated Moon model uncertainty of 1.5% from M
ds .

5.1.1. Variance of Per-detector Moon Amplitudes M
ds

The I–V bin calibration method reduces M
ds by nearly a factor

of 2 compared to the standard I–V calibration. Therefore, the I–
V bin calibration is more accurate, since its results are closer to
the ideal scenario of the Moon as a perfect photometric
standard ( M

ds = 0).
Applying the Ib calibration results in a similar M

ds to the I–
V bin calibration, we conjecture that this calibration method
yields accurate results in the Moon photometric test because of
the high uniformity of the Q-band observing conditions and
detector properties. The I–V bin calibration is less susceptible
to variation in the observing conditions but incorporates
additional uncertainty from noise in the I–V data. Enhancing
the quality of the I–V data would further improve the overall
accuracy of both the I–V and I–V bin calibrations.
Each Moon measurement included in Figure 6 has high

signal-to-noise, with statistical uncertainties <0.2%. The
variance of the distributions plotted on the top row is
dominated by the error in the Moon antenna temperature
model and the per-detector calibration uncertainty across time.

Table 4
CLASS Q-band Moon Photometric Test Results for the Calibration Methods:

I–V Bin, I–V, Ib, and DAC

I–V Bin I–V Ib DAC

M
ds (%) 1.6 3.5 1.8 3.5

M
ps (%) 0.5 3.0 0.4 0.4

M
dMs (%) 0.5 3.1 1.0 3.1

S
ds (%) 3.3 4.4 3.0 NA
d

js (%) 6.5 6.4 7.0 16.6

Note. Results are summarized in terms 1σ standard deviation of the measured
distributions. M

ds is the standard deviation of the per-detector Moon amplitudes,

M
ps is the standard deviation of the detector pair–ratio Moon amplitudes divided

by 2 , M
dMs is the standard deviation of the per-detector Moon amplitudes

corrected by the Moon model uncertainty, S
ds is the standard deviation of the

detector array responsivities, and d
js is the standard deviation of the relative

gain between detectors in the array. The M
ps and M

dMs rows are similar for the I–
V bin, I–V, and Ib calibrations, because both rows remove the Moon model
uncertainty—in M

ps by taking the ratio across detector pairs, and in M
dMs by

subtracting in quadrature the estimated 1.5% Moon uncertainty from M
ds .
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5.1.2. Variance of Detector Pair–Ratio Moon Amplitudes M
ps

The normalized Moon pair–ratio amplitudes shown in the
bottom row plots of Figure 6 eliminate the uncertainty
associated with the Moon antenna temperature model, because
the detector pairs measure the Moon at the same time (i.e.,
same Moon phase and angular diameter). Additionally, the
detectors in each pair share the same bias line and are therefore
biased by the same Ib current; hence the ratios for the DAC and
Ib calibration are identical.

The I–V bin pair–ratio standard deviation indicates that the
I–V bin responsivities add uncorrelated error to the calibration
at the ∼0.5% level, comparable to the responsivity median
standard error of 0.3% calculated from the distribution of
responsivities values in I–V bins.

The small excess uncertainty may be attributed to (1) the
additional error introduced by the beam-fitting algorithm used
to extract the Moon amplitude. The Moon amplitude error of
∼0.2% is based on the variance of the Moon map away from
the peak signal and does not include systematic uncertainty
from fitting the model beam profile to the Moon map; (2) the
systematic error in the I–V bin responsivities not captured by
the standard deviation in a bin may contribute to the small
excess uncertainty; (3) the error in the Moon model brightness
temperature correction that persists in the pair ratio amplitudes
due to systematic differences in the optical coupling of
detector pairs may contribute to the small excess uncertainty
as well.

5.1.3. Variance of Per-detector Moon Amplitudes Corrected by the
Moon Model Uncertainty M

dMs

If we assume all I–V bin calibration errors are stochastic,
then the primary source of uncertainty for the I–V bin and Ib
photometric calibration tests is a M

d 2
M
p 2( ) ( )s s- I V bin[ ]- =

1.6 0.5 1.5%2 2( )- = error introduced by the Moon antenna
temperature model.
Subtracting the Moon model uncertainty from the I–V

calibration yields a per-detector calibration uncertainty of M
dMs [I–

V]= 3.1%, consistent with the M
ps [I–V]= 3.0% per-detector

calibration uncertainty estimated from the I–V pair–ratio result.
The uncalibrated (DAC) per-detector variance corrected for the
Moon model uncertainty DACM

dM [ ]s = 3.1% (1σ), indicates the
level of detector gain variations across the selected Q-band Moon
observations.
The DAC distribution of Moon pair–ratios indicates a 1σ

standard deviation of DAC 0.4%M
p [ ]s = in the relative

variation of detector responsivity between pairs, smaller than
DAC 3.1%M

dM [ ]s = . This implies the per-detector gain varia-
tions are dominated by common-mode responsivity changes
across pairs.

5.1.4. Variance of the Detector Array Responsivities S
ds and the

Relative Gain Calibration between Detectors d
js

As expected, the per-detector DAC gain variations ( M
dMs =

3.1%) are similar to the variations in the per-detector

Figure 6. Q-band Moon photometric calibration test histograms. Top row: the x-axis is the per-detector normalized Moon amplitudes across 208 Moon scans acquired
between 2016 June and 2020 August. The y-axis is the number of Moon measurements in a linear scale on the left and logarithmic scale on the right. Four Moon
amplitude histograms are plotted, each corresponding to one of the four calibration models described in the text: I–V bin, I–V, Ib, and DAC. The Ib and I–V bin
methods yield the narrowest distribution and thus the most accurate calibrations. These constraints are upper limits on the Ib and I–V bin calibration accuracy, driven
by uncertainty in the Moon antenna temperature model. Bottom row: by computing the normalized ratio of Moon amplitudes across detector pairs as shown in the
bottom row, the uncertainty of the Moon antenna temperature model is eliminated, and we directly measure the calibration uncertainty between detector pairs. The x-
axis is the normalized ratio of Moon amplitudes between detector pairs. The y-axis is the number of Moon ratios on a linear scale on the left and logarithmic scale on
the right. The average ratios of each pair are normalized to one. The normalized ratios are then binned across the array, applying the four different calibration methods.
The standard deviation values reported in the bottom row legends for ratios of detector pairs are divided by 2 for easier comparison to the standard deviations
reported on the top row for single detectors.
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responsivity values S
ds [I–V bin]= 3.3%. This variance of per-

detector responsivities calculated for the subset of Moon
observations considered in this photometric test is smaller than
the 13%S

ds = reported in Table 2. The high signal-to-noise
Moon observation sample used for the photometric test selects
the best observing conditions and excludes poor-quality data
from periods where changes in optical loading would drive
greater variation in the TES responsivities. Also note that the
per-detector gain variations across Moon observations are
smaller than the differences in relative optical efficiency
between the detectors: 6.5% 16.6%d

j
( )s = , with I–V bin

calibration applied (uncalibrated). Differences in the relative
optical efficiencies are due to the detector characteristics that
are stable across time, such as the detector bandpass and
location on the focal plane.

5.2. NEP Calibration Test

By comparing the expected and measured noise amplitudes
of detector data, we can test the accuracy of the detector
calibration and identify possible systematic biases or excess
noise sources.

The detector NEP is measured from TODs that are calibrated
to power units through TES responsivity. The measured NEP
values are compared to a robust TES NEP model based on
measured detector bandpass and TES properties. Discrepancies
between the average measured NEP and the NEP model can be
attributed to excess noise sources or a responsivity calibration
systematic error, particularly when the measured NEP falls
below the model’s prediction. This comparison between the
modeled and measured NEP validates the I–V bin responsivity
calibration and indicates that the Ib responsivity is biased high.

The columns in Table 5 show the average NEP and Pγ for
the four CLASS frequency bands. The NEP model average
(NEPm) is based on measured dark NEPs, Rayleigh–Jeans
center frequencies, and bandwidths reported in Dahal et al.
(2022). NEPSI is the average NEP computed using the Ib
responsivity calibration. NEPS is the average NEP computed
using the I–V bin responsivity calibration. For all four bands,
NEPSI is lower than the theoretical lower limit set by NEPm,
indicating a bias in the calibration method. NEPS is similar to or
above NEPm. Excess NEP can be attributed to additional noise
sources, such as instrument or atmospheric 1/f systematics.

6. Conclusion

We introduced a TES model operating at equilibrium in the
low electrical–inductance limit that allowed us to directly relate
the detector responsivity calibration and optical time constant
to the measured TES current I and the applied bias current Ib. A
novel TES bolometer calibration method based on binning I–V
data was applied to CLASS data acquired between 2016 June
and 2020 August, improving the accuracy compared to the
single I–V calibration. This I–V bin calibration method can be
applied to existing or future CMB data sets where many I–V
measurements were acquired as part of the observing strategy.
We find that a simple TES calibration model based on the

applied detector bias current yields precise per-detector TES
power calibration factors for the CLASS Q-band array, but
biases the absolute power calibration low. We conjecture that
the observed high precision of the Ib per-detector calibration is
a result of the uniformity of the Q-band detector parameters and
the relatively stable atmospheric emission at 40 GHz.
The atmospheric opacity model developed for the CLASS

frequency bands reproduces the measured optical loading in
each band as a function of PWV, corroborating the applied
atmospheric gain correction model. We have described the
calibration of CLASS TES bolometer data including the factors
normalizing for (1) the detector gain variations across time due
to changes in optical loading and detector bias voltage; (2) the
optical efficiency variations across detectors; (3) the changes in
atmospheric opacity; and (4) an absolute temperature calibra-
tion based on Moon and planet observations.
The accuracy of the calibration pipeline is tested using Q-

band Moon observations as a photometric standard and by
comparing the measured detector noise versus NEP models at
all four CLASS frequency bands.
The I–V bin calibration method yields a median per-detector

TOD gain uncertainty of 0.3% in Q-band data, which is
corroborated by using the high signal-to-noise Moon observa-
tions as a photometric standard. The CLASS CMB data set is
composed of thousands of day-long detector TODs; hence, we
expect the demonstrated calibration uncertainty to contribute a
negligible systematic error to the resulting maps and power
spectra to be discussed in upcoming CLASS publications.
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Appendix
Electrothermal Speed-up Factor

This appendix elaborates on the TES time constant speed-up
factor attributed to the TES electrothermal feedback. It
describes how to arrive at Equation (26) starting from the
feedback circuit shown in Figure 7.

Consider the ratio Z of the output Y to input X of the block
diagram in Figure 7:

Z
Y

X
. A1( )=

The block diagram implies that X and Y satisfy the following:

Y AE E X BY, and . A2( )= = +

Combining Equations (A1) and (A2) to solve for Z, we arrive at
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Now consider Z to be the ratio of the output detector current
I to the input power Pγ, and assume a single-pole detector
temporal response with effective time constant τγ, then
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Z
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+ g

If the feedback loop is broken by removing B, then the open
loop response of A is a single-pole transfer function set by the

TES thermal time constant τ=C/G, where C is the TES heat
capacity, and G is its thermal conductivity; therefore

A
A
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+

Typically, τel< L/R= τ is a good assumption, where L/R is
an upper limit (β∼ 0 and Rsh/R∼ 0) on the TES electrical
time constant τel (see Equation (8)). L is the TES circuit
inductance, and R is the TES resistance. In this low electrical-
inductance limit, the electrothermal feedback has infinite
bandwidth, and the transfer function of B is a constant factor
Bo. Substituting Equations (A4) and (A5) into Equation (A3),
we obtain
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From Equation (A6), we identify
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hence arriving at Equation (26):
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Equation (26) can be expressed in terms of the ideal TES DC
responsivity S* and responsivity S by identifying Ao and Bo in
the block diagram of Figure 3 as
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Combining Equations (A8), (A9), and (A10) yields
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Equating the time constant ratio to the responsivity values
allows us to quickly compute the electrothermal speed-up
factor with the responsivity estimates already extracted from
every I–V measurement.
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